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Abstract: The potentialities in using hollow core tube lattice fibers based on inhibited coupling
wave-guiding for label-free DNA detection are numerically investigated and discussed here. The
proposed sensing approach does not require any additional transducer component such as Bragg
gratings, amplifying techniques such as nanoparticles nor coherent sources. It simply consists
of the measurement of the transmittance of a piece of fiber some ten centimeters long. In case of
matching DNA sequence, an additional bio-layer is laid down the dielectric-air interface caus-
ing a red shift of the transmission spectrum of the fiber. Results show a spectral sensitivity on
the bio-layer with shift as high as 42 nm for every 10 nm of bio-layer and robustness against im-
perfect fiber coupling. The proposed approach can be easily applied to sensing of other complex
molecular structures where the presence/absence of analyte can generate or not an additional
layer.
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1. Introduction

The detection of specific DNA sequences in a cost-effective and sensitive way for environmen-
tal, biomedical, forensic, and food analysis is becoming a reality thanks to the development of
lab on fiber platforms. Label-free sensors allow the direct sensing of the target DNA without
the introduction of the marker. Usually, they exploit the molecular interactions between a sur-
face and the DNA target sequence resulting in a generation of a biological layer. By monitoring
the variations of the fiber transmission properties due to the bio-layer it is possible to detect
the presence and concentration of particular DNA sequences [1]. In a standard optical fiber,
the bio-layer can only be deposited on the outer surface of the cladding. This reduces sensitiv-
ity, requires either strong fiber tapering [2] or tilted period Bragg gratings, and the removal of
polymeric coating making the bare fiber rigid and fragile [3]. Photonic Crystal Fibers (PCFs)
represent a promising platform for overcoming limits of standard optical fibers and for devel-
oping cost-effective and sensitive sensors for the detection of specific DNA sequences [1]. The
air holes running along the fiber length allow the infiltration of biologically active substances
close to the core. So far, Solid Core (SC) and Hollow Core (HC) Photonic Band Gap (PBG)
PCFs have been numerically and experimentally investigated for this purpose [4–7]. SC-PCFs
are normally preferred because of their low loss over a broad wavelength range. Unfortunately,
they suffer from a weak interaction between light and biological layer, as the interaction oc-
curs through the evanescent tail of the propagating mode. Consequently, techniques to enhance
this interaction, such as nanoparticles, must be used [4]. In addition in SC-PCFs bio-layers
only modify the mode effective index. Fiber Bragg Gratings (FBGs) must be thus introduced in
the PCF to transduce the phase variation into amplitude variation easily detectable [4]. Finally,
since FBGs are narrow band components the detection analysis can be done only on very narrow
wavelength ranges. HC-PCFs based on Photonic Band Gap confinement guarantee a stronger in-
teraction since the bio-layer is in the fiber core region. Unfortunately, they suffer from a narrow
bandwidth and the Bragg grating inscription is very hard. Moreover, the micro-metric scale hole
size composing the cladding makes the fiber-liquid filling time-consuming. Inhibited Coupling
(IC) Fibers are a new kind of HC-PCFs [8]. The particular micro-structured cladding guaran-
tees the inhibition of coupling between core modes and cladding modes over wide wavelength
ranges [9]. This results in a transmission spectrum composed by an alternation of high and
low loss regions. The introduction of hypocycloid core contour has led to HC-IC-PCFs with
an octave bandwidth and propagation loss as low as tens of dB/km, both in near-infrared and
visible spectral regions [10,11]. The spectral collocation of the high loss regions depends on the
thickness of dielectric struts composing the microstructured cladding [12]. This property can
be fruitfully exploited for label-free DNA sensing. Since thickness is affected by bio-layer, the
high loss spectral regions are directly modulated by the bio-layer allowing avoiding the use of
Bragg gratings or other transduction components. In addition, the very thin struts (hundreds of
nm) [9–11] make the shift extremely sensitive also to a very thin bio-layer. Finally, the larger
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pitch with respect to HC-PBG-PCFs allows a better infiltration of the analyte inside the core
and surrounding holes. In this work, through a numerical investigation, we propose a label-free
DNA sensor based on the measurement of transmission loss of HC-IC-PCFs. In particular, we
consider a Tube Lattice Fiber (TLF) in which the microstructured cladding simply consists in a
number of dielectric tubes surrounding a hollow core [10, 12, 15, 16]. Compare to IC Kagome
fibers, in TLFs a hypocycloid core contour can be obtained with nontouching tubes. The com-
plete absence of any connecting nodes in the core contour strongly favors IC [10,16]. The sens-
ing mechanism simply consists on the measurement of the transmittance of a piece of TLF some
tens of centimeters long. Since it is based on attenuation measurement, both coherent and inco-
herent sources can be used. Results confirm a shift of the transmittance spectrum proportional
to the layer thickness with a sensitivity of 42 nm for each 10 nm of bio-layer thickness.This is
orders of magnitude higher than those obtained with SC-PCFs combined with Bragg gratings.

2. Principle of operation

The label-free selective detection of DNA strands can be obtained by using probes of Peptide
Nucleic Acids (PNAs) attached to a silica surface through covalent link as shown in Fig. 1(a).
PNA binds very effectively with DNA sequence to detect. Details of the technique and surface
treatment can be found in [1] and [6]. After this process called functionalization, a solution
containing the DNA to analyze is infiltrated inside the fiber and then removed. If the analyzed
solution contains the DNA sequence to detect, several long DNA strands will be found on
the surface, bound with the complementary PNA [Fig. 1(b)]. They can be effectively modeled
as an additional layer (bio-layer) having thickness tly and refractive index nly [Fig. 1(c) [4].
Figure 2(a) shows the cross-section of the fiber under investigation. It consists of a TLF where

Fig. 1. (a) PNA linked to silica surface with a covalent bond. (b) DNA strand containing the
sequence to detect bounded with PNA. (c) DNA strands modeled as a layer with thickness
tly and refractive index nly .

the cladding is composed by a regular arrangement of silica tubes with external radius rext ,
thickness tsi , and spaced by δ. In the present analysis, the number of tubes is fixed to eight.
Figures. 2(b)-2(e) show the intensity profile of the fiber modes: core modes, cladding modes,
and hole modes respectively. In TLFs, core modes are well confined inside the hollow core and
the value of the light intensity on and inside the dielectric membrane composing the tubes is
extremely low [10,14]. Cladding modes are confined inside the dielectrics and light intensity is
quite strong both inside and on the dielectric tube membranes. Finally, hole modes are mainly
confined inside the tube holes. Since they are not involved in the sensing mechanism hereinafter
they will be not considered in the discussion. Due to the coupling between core modes and
cladding modes, the spectrum of the propagation loss consists in an alternation of high and
low loss regions corresponding to the resonance condition (same effective index) between core
modes and cladding modes having slow [Fig. 2(d)] and quick [Fig. 2(c)] spatial variation along
the tube membranes respectively. The spectral position of the high loss regions can be well
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estimated by the cut-off wavelength of the HEν,1 modes of the single tube fiber [12, 14]:

λm =
2tsi
m

√
n2
si
− 1, (1)

being tsi , and nsi the silica thickness and refractive index respectively, m = ν − 1 and ν the
mode radial number. An example of propagation loss spectrum for a TLF with tsi = 700nm,

Fig. 2. (a) Tube Lattice Fiber cross-section. (b) core mode (c),(d) cladding modes with
quick and slow spatial dependence respectively. (e) hole mode. (f) detail of a fiber’s tubes
with bio-layer.

rext = 8.5μm, Rco = 20.5μm, and nsi is shown in Fig. 3. Here for sake of simplicity only the
confinement loss (CL) of the fundamental mode (FM) has been considered. Actually, in TLFs
there is more than one loss source affecting propagation loss, in particular for short wavelengths
[10]. However they exhibit a wavelength dependence very similar to CL, that is an alternation
of low and high loss defined by Eq. (1) [10, 14], so the operation principle of the sensor is not
compromised by other loss sources. In case of presence of the right DNA sequence on silica
surfaces, an additional bio-layer is present [Fig. 2(f)]. The thicker tubes cause a red shift of
the high loss regions according to Eq. (1) as shown in Fig. 3. The shift depends on thickness
and refractive index of the bio-layer. Recently, the refractive index of a biological layer has been
estimated to be nly = 1.5 [13]. Since nly is quite close to the silica refractive index in the visible
and near infrared spectral region, the multilayer tubes can be approximated with homogeneous
tubes having thickness teq = tsi + 2tly and refractive index nsi . With this assumption, the
spectral sensitivity of the high loss regions to bio-layer thickness variation Sλ,tly can be easily
derived from Eq. (1):

Sλ,tly =
dλ
tly
=

4
m

√
n2
si
− 1, (2)

being dλ the spectral shift and tly = dt/2 a half of the thickness variation. With tsi = 700nm,
and nsi = 1.45 the estimated sensitivity is Sλ,tly =

4.2
m

nm/nm, that is 126/m nm of spectral
shift each 30 nm of bio-layer. That sensitivity is confirmed by numerical results reported in Fig.
3. The red shift of the high loss regions is about 140 nm for the first (m = 1) peak, 70 nm for the
second one (m = 2), and 46 nm for the third one (m = 3). This strong sensitivity with respect
to other approaches is due to the completely different mechanism the proposed sensor is based
on. In the previous approaches, the bio-layer affects the effective index of the core modes of
the fiber. In the proposed fibers, bio-layer affects the parameters of the cladding modes. The
influence on the core modes is negligible due to the low value of their intensity in and around
tube membranes. On the contrary cladding modes are well confined inside the silica and they
strongly depend on refractive index and thickness of the material composing the tube. The
sensing is thus based on the strong changing of the cladding modes properties and not on the
weak changing of the core modes. In addition, the coupling between core and cladding modes
and the consequent variation of the propagation loss are inherent in the waveguiding mechanism.
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Fig. 3. FM confinement loss of the analyzed fiber without bio-layer (red line) and with 30
nm of bio-layer (green line).

Thanks to that, a spectral variation of the transmitted power depending on presence/absence of
bio-layers can be obtained without adding any other transducer component or interferometric
techniques.

3. Detection scheme and numerical results

Figure 4 shows the schematic of the sensor. Thanks to the waveguiding properties of the fiber,
the sensor can be simply composed of a piece of fiber with length L, a broadband light source
and a spectrum analyzer. Both coherent and incoherent sources can be used. Figure 5 shows

Fig. 4. Schematic of the optical set-up. A broadband coherent or incoherent source is cou-
pled at one end of the fiber. The transmitted light is collected from the other end and its
spectrum is analyzed. The presence or absence of a spectral shift correspond to presence or
absence of the DNA sequence searched for respectively.

the simulated transmittance T = Pout/Pin = CL · L of the analyzed TLF with L = 20 cm,
without and with three different bio-layer thicknesses. The chosen thickness guarantees the
red edge of the first high loss region (m = 1) and thus of the transmittance dip, is close to
telecom band 1500nm − 1600nm where inexpensive and reliable components can be easily
found. The total volume to be infiltrated in the hollow fiber is about 0.55 μl. The blue edges of
the dips are less sharp and smooth that the red one because of the residual coupling between
core mode and cladding modes with slow spatial dependence [12,14]. By focusing on red edges,
the spectral shift is about 47 nm every 10 nm of bio-layer thickness at −10 dB of transmittance.
This sensitivity is two orders of magnitude higher than the one obtained with SC-PCF with a
Bragg grating inscribed [4]. Figure. 5 also shows the spectral shift in case of lower refractive
index of the bio-layer. By considering the worst case on nly = 1.3 and tly = 10 nm the spectral
shift is about 30 nm. TLFs are multimode fibers. Thought high order modes (HOMs) can be
filtered out with a proper design of the tubes [12,17], here we considered a TLFs without HOMs
suppression. HOMs are excited in case of imperfect coupling between source and fiber. Here we
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Fig. 5. Left: Transmission spectrum of the analyzed fiber without bio-layer and with dif-
ferent bio-layer thickness (10nm, 20nm, 30nm). Only FM propagation is assumed. Right:
Spectral shift vs bio-layer thickness for different values of nly

investigate the effect on sensor performance of multimode propagation due to imperfect fiber
excitation. Both wrong spot size and axis misalignment have been analyzed. Sixteen different
condition of excitation have been considered by changing the spot size from 10 μm to 30 μm and
the axis misalignment from 0 to 0.75Rco in steps of 0.25Rco . Figure 6 shows the transmittance
of the sixteen conditions with and without a very thin bio-layer of 10 nm. Despite the alteration
of the transmittance spectrum and the very thin bio-layer considered, the two bundles of curves
are well separated and the red shift due to bio-layer is still clear. This robustness is because the
high loss regions of HOMs are also governed by Eq. (1).

Fig. 6. Transmission spectrum of the analyzed fiber with and without 10nm bio-layer for
different excitation conditions obtained by changing both spot size (different line style) and
alignment (different color) of a input gaussian beam.

4. Conclusion

In this paper a label-free DNA sensor based on Tube Lattice Fiber has been proposed and nu-
merically investigated. Thanks to the waveguiding mechanism based on Inhibited Coupling the
sensor does not require additional transducer components such as Bragg gratings or nanopar-
ticles to enhance the sensitivity. The sensor is simply based on the measurement of the fiber
transmission loss and does not require a coherent source. Numerical results show a spectral
shift of 42 nm with bio-layer having refractive index 1.5 and thickness 10 nm. Such sensitivity
is about two orders of magnitude higher than DNA sensors based on solid core PCFs with Bragg
grating and nanoparticles. The proposed approach can be easily applied to other sensing layouts
where the presence/absence of analyte can generate or not an additional layer.
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